The Historical Setting
In the wake of the French Revolution a series of extraordinary and explosive events swept through Saint Domingue, France's most prosperous colony. On the eve of that revolution, nearly half a million African slaves worked on plantations, outnumbering the white population almost twelve to one. The white population stood at forty thousand and was subdivided into three categories: European bureaucrats, grands blancs and petits blancs. Due to privileges and wealth, there was intense rivalry among the whites. The bureaucrats monopolized the highest administrative and military posts. Grands blancs, or wealthy planters and merchants, wanted some of the privileges and positions of the bureaucrats; petits blancs, who aspired to become grand blancs, included plantation overseers, grocers, low rank employees and poor whites in general. Common to all was the ideology of white supremacy which prevented the mulattoes, many of whom were educated and wealthy landowners, from having political power or participating with whites at any level of social equality. Mulattoes and freed blacks, approximately thirty thousand, formed the gens de couleur. All of them, like the slaves, lived in an atmosphere of violence, fear and contempt.
Nonetheless, slave labor generated high profit, to the extent that by the 1780s nearly two-thirds of French foreign trade was centered in Saint Domingue. By 1789, Saint Domingue "supplied half of Europe with sugar, coffee and cotton."3 Obviously, on the eve of the outbreak of the French Revolution, the colonial society was not prepared to incorporate "liberty, equality, fraternity" within the social fabric. Therefore, political, economic, and social interests clashed in Saint Domingue, leading to a complex process of class struggle, pitting slaves against masters. The racial confrontation led to a power struggle involving whites, mulattoes, and blacks. A civil war engulfed the whites, pitting those without power against those who wanted to maintain the status quo. The mulattoes fought for equality with the whites. The black slaves, in their pursuit of freedom, struggled against both whites and mulattoes. International dimensions of the revolution arose when Spain and England, fearing the spread of the slave revolt to their colonies, entered the war. England sided with the French plantation owners and sent military help. On the other hand, Spain gave aid, protection, and Spanish military ranks to black leaders. France, already a key player in the conflict, supported the mulattoes. Eventually, as the French, the Spaniards, and the British competed to win over African black fighters to reinforce their troops, members of the three races fought on all fronts. 4 The chronological development of these events may be analyzed in three racially marked periods. First, when the revolutionary movement began in France, whites who expected colonial self-rule acted as a vehicle spreading revolutionary ideas within Saint Domingue. Grands blancs organized themselves in the Colonial Committee, drafted their cahier des doleances and selected thirty-seven delegates to represent them in the Estates-General in France. Soon, the interests and goals of the delegates clashed with those of the revolution. Overall, the delegates sensed that the Declaration of Man and Citizen, adopted by the National Assembly in France, in August 1789, was a threat to their hierarchical colonial position. In an attempt to preserve their privileges, they reacted against the course of the revolution and opened the road for the disintegration of the colonial order. Meanwhile, in Saint Domingue, a faction of the colonists organized a revolt against French authority. Between 1789 and 1798, grands and petits blancs joined forces against the metropolitan power but they also opposed demands of the mulattoes for recognition of full citizenship. While whites were fighting among themselves, the mulattoes' violent confrontation for equality with the whites began.
This confrontation opened the second phase. The armed struggle of the mulattoes was led by Vicent Og6, and other mulattoes, who, in 1790, returned to Saint Domingue from France and organized the resistance to end racial discrimination against mulattoes. Confronted with the colonial military power, Og6 was defeated. He and some of his followers fled to Spanish Santo Domingo. Under French pressure, they were extradited to Saint Domingue, where they were tortured and killed in February 1791. Their death strengthened the debate for equality and provided an opportunity to the National Assembly in France to grant political rights to gens de couleur born of free parents. Meanwhile, neither whites, nor mulattoes, nor French colonial authorities had paid attention to the overwhelming majority of the population, the slaves, who had witnessed the debates over secession and the revolutionary ferment and actions for equality. Now, however, the slaves rose up and began the complex third period of the revolution. Their fight for freedom became a turning point for the revolution.
The 
Suggestions For Classroom Discussion
The Haitian Revolution may be used in comparative studies in the struggle for independence in the New World. Haiti followed a different pattern from that of its counterparts, the North American and the South American colonies, where the war against European colonial powers was led by white members of the elite. In Saint Domingue, the situation was radically different: black leaders led the way towards independence, and whites fought against them. By destroying the white French colonial establishment and replacing it with black African leadership, the Haitian revolution gained an identity that now makes it serve well for classroom discussion of the ideological interplay of race, color, and national liberation, as has been shown by specialists. '12 Furthermore, the slave revolt in Saint Domingue can be used to help students learn to use documentary evidence to construct historical arguments by analyzing official reports and correspondence relating to Saint Domingue. For example, the study of the correspondence between Toussaint L'Ouverture and Napoleon can enable students to look at the personality factor in developing the power and force of history.
A debate comparing the outbreak of slave upheavals elsewhere could examine the ethnic and religious components of the Haitian Revolution. Students could establish connections among courses in the curriculum related to issues of race and ethnicity. Assignments could involve not only an analysis of primary sources and contemporary documents, but also visual evidence of material culture, an interdisciplinary approach, and collaborative learning. The Haitian Revolution can provide students with a basis for historical inquiry and understanding of multicultural dimensions of history. For example, to what extent did the rhythms of drumbeats inviting slaves to a voodoo ceremony on Plaine du Nord plantations play a role in the rebellion? Is Voodoo a religion? These or related questions can lead students to examine the syncretism of African cultural views and beliefs that were transplanted to the Americas and later integrated with European Christian beliefs and values.
In addition, with the current flowering of racial and ethnic studies, and given the importance of race in the social structure of American society, the study of the Haitian Revolution brings important information into classroom discussions for the understanding of racial identity. Race was essential for the Haitians' claim for independence.13 A discussion of these issues can increase students' awareness of the pivotal role of slaves in other societies, their methods of resistance, their ideological perspectives, and their achievements. In sum, the revolution offers a broad range of topics with a multidisciplinary dimension that are of interest to faculty and students.
Problems and Possibilities
As an instructor of modern European history, and also of Western civilization in the recent past, I am aware that given the constraint of time for teaching and pressure to publish it is not easy to maximize the learning process by expanding the content of syllabi. However, I am also aware that college students taking introductory courses need to expand their knowledge of the slave experience in the Western hemisphere. By looking at textbooks and by looking at the syllabi of my colleagues, I see that in the academic world few have sought adequately to include the Haitian Revolution. Most textbooks include a chapter, or a fragment of a chapter, that discusses revolutionary movements which, in one way or another, have contributed to the creation of a freer society; but an examination of twenty-one current college textbooks that survey world societies or the history of modern Western civilization reveals that only six include the Haitian Revolution in their content.14 Even though some authors have treated the subject more thoroughly than others, these six books devote, in total, about five pages to the discussion of the Haitian Revolution To re-examine the significance and complexities of Haiti's unique revolutionary movement, one may look at a body of significant narratives and periodical publications printed at the time of the revolution or a few years after. Important archival and library resources are available, par
